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1. Introduction: The Use of Rhymes in Middle English Mischsprachen 
In the Middle English period (approximately between the 12tl1 and 15th centuries), 
when printing shops were not available, al books were manually reproduced. Since 
there was not a firm standard orthography to follow, the scribes in charge, who hadvari-
ous dialectal background, freely altered texts in spelling, word order, and sometimes 
plot itself (Sisam 1921: 265-6). After such modifications, manuscripts circulated usual-
ly in differing forms even if they derived from a single source. 
It was not at al rare that copies were recycled as exemplars for the next generation 
of copies. As a consequence, the dialectal features of the scribes were multiply 
installed in the third and fourth generations, in which we observe admixtures of diverse 
dialectal forms or Mischsprachen (McIntosh et al. 1986: 9-10). 
Personal documents, such as diaries and wills, are, on the one hand, almost always 
autographic, where lack of orthography in their background enables us to describe at 
least part of the writers'language; autographic manuscripts of literature are, on the 
other hand, most often missing. In the later case it is next to impossible to distil lin-
guistic characteristics of the author (and of the participating scribes) from those con-
taminated products. Hence, Burrow and Turville-Petre are only halfway correct in their 
claim (1992: 9): "Although the scribes who copied our texts wrote Middle English in a 
variety of differing forms, their spelling generally keeps closer to the sounds of words 
than does that of Modern English". 
Thus, phonological studies do not make much sense if the researchers analyse 
prose literary materials, since spellings in the manuscripts (the only clue to his/her 
phonology therein) have been invented in such an arbitrary manner. In contrast, verse 
texts are much more promising, especially when they are rhymed poems. Scribes could 
seldom change words in rhyming positions (Skeat 1915: xxviii). Such words may not 
be replaced with only semantically similar words, nor can they be supplanted with 
merely phonologically similar ones; otherwise, people who read the counterfeit prod-
ucts would immediately notice explicit corruption either of the rhymes or of the story. 
Thence, in mediaeval written materials, lexical items in rhymes may present the most 
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secure clues as巾eyare authenticated as the author's own selection. Now, how can a 
researcher study ME phonology with tl1em? 
While analysing such verse texts (usually in editions compiled from variedly 
copied manuscripts), the researcher checks up the meanings and etymological forms of 
rhyme words by dictionaries of etymology, of Old English, of Old French, etc. By com-
parison of the etymological forms of those which are rhyming together, he/she is able 
to learn the fact that the words that had once held different Nucleus vowels and/or 
Coda consonants eventually fel together in the ME period into the same sequence of 
phonemes. This method is effective in grasping ME phonological shifts while staying 
away from considering the mischsprachlichen spellings of rhyme words. Here is a stan-
za quoted from Sir Beues of Hamtoun 11.3841-2 (Kolbing 1885-94): 
Saber at Hamtoun lai in is bed, 
Him thou3te, Beues a wonde hed; 
(<OE bedd) 
(<OEh吋'de)
[Saber stayed in his BED in Hampton, / Itseemed to him Bevis HAD a wound;] 
Present-day RP has /ぉ/in HAD(< ME 
/a/), which does not rhyme with BED, while 
in ME there appear to have been some 
regional dialects that had a variant pronuncia-
tion /hed/. Provided that the vocalic feature is 
found confined only to a limited number of 
regions, the student is able to realise the can-
Figure1: hed for HED: a dot map didate areas where the shift took place. Figure 
1 isa dot map for the characteristic in question 
(processed after McIntosh et al. 1986: 528 [No.1012]) which is based on spelling infor-
mation in mass of autographic personal documents. Following similar steps for other 
rhyme groups too, not only can we detect phonological changes by consulting the pre-
ME forms, but also can prove the phonological value of the alphabetical representation 
and specify the locality of the author's dialect to a considerable extent. 
Before discussing the ME material, the reader would accept a working hypothesis: 
al the rhymes should be phonemically exact in the writer's dialect. It is often claimed 
that there are problematic rhymes which are supposed to be inexact according to the 
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normal history of English phonology. There are, on the other hand, scholars who main-
tain that al the ME rhymes should be assumed to be accurate. The present author sup-
ports the later opinion for the following three reasons: 
1) When mass production of copies was not possible, literature in manuscripts was 
mainly recited and accordingly shared by people. This tradition must compel the 
writers to respect rhymes and metre substantially (Dobson 1968: §108 12). 
2) ME isnot a unified organ of language, but consists of several dialectal units living in 
parallel. The absence of standardised English enabled poets to utilise various types 
of pronunciation at rhymes (Ikegami 1984: vii-xii1l), as far as their assumed listen-
ers managed to recognise the forms. Therefore, those peculiar rhymes may actually 
be perfect ones in their acknowledged dialect/s. 
3) Needless to say, no audible record exists of the mediaeval language, and rhyme 
analysis is, so to speak, the best and last resort for learning about ME phonology. 
Those who insist on the occasional invalidity of rhymes do themselves discuss on 
the premiss of the .data that have been collected from ME rhymes. Their treatment of 
this issue is thus rather tautological. 
2. Data Retrieval Stratagems with an Electronic Corpus 
As has been mentioned in Section 1, ME phonologists have long been collecting 
rhymes that represent phonological shift/s unambiguously. This traditional method has 
no problems by itself in the accuracy point of view. Yet, reading long ME texts, con-
suiting various dictionaries, and making up lists of a considerable number of rhymes, 
the scholars are obliged to spend tremendous time and energy, and what makes the mat-
ter worse, the whole records of their investigation are not necessarily available to oth-
ers, as their published achievements are normally only part of their entire research 
1 lkegami (I 984: xii) admits there could be inexact rhymes, taking up examples that inded apear dubious. 
Nevertheles, they may actualy show us some unknown variants of ME pronunciation. For instance, she regards 
Chaucer's rhyme 011 : goon(< OE on [prep.] : OE gan [p.]) as inexact; it may, however, posibly reflect an ME 
variant of OE a (or OE o) which develops into the one used in Shakespeare's Tivo Gentlemen of Vemna 2.1.1-3 
(Clark and Wright 1949; Kokeritz 1953: 132): 
Speed: Sir, your glove. 
訟lentine:Not mine; my gloves are on.(< OE on ON) 
Speed: Why, then, this may be yours, for this is but one. (< OE an ONE) 
Note that it canot be promptly judged whether the reflected phonetic value is based on long [o:] (ME Ion/> /o:n/ 
under stres) or short [o] (ME h :I> lo/ in a closed sylable). The reader could consult Dobson (1968: §145) for fur-




processes. The second problem is especially severe, and some complete database of 
ME rhymes has been a desideratum (Dobson 1968: §108 n2). 
In consideration about these matters, a tagged corpus has been constructed, aimed 
at helping rhyme analysts (1) to search texts for words that have a certain (stem) vowel 
in their etymology (e.g., OEy) within a reasonable range of time, and (2) to share and 
maintain etymological information about rhyme words in easy-to-handle electronic 
files. Presently the structure and annotating principles of the corpus have been 
premised on searching with GNU AWK, though it would easily be rearranged with 
other text-filtering tools. 
且長［二!!:三塁〗：三誓。E 長誓三三二三〕□;: 
腐塁芦ご~hymegroups (A,B,C, etc.) for ARRAYS『宮二后゜rl
Figure 2: Middle English Sir Beues of Hamtoun in the Tagged Electronic Corpus2) 
Firstly, to obtain the electronic "plain" text of Beues the edition was thoroughly 
typewritten into electronic files twice by the present author, and the two files were 
compared electronically by a DIFF programme to remove errors.3l 
In order to have the retrieval programmes recognise the rhyme words, firstly they 
are tagged with "XX" in common (that is, character strings that contain "XX" are the 
search targets). Since a machine cannot read ME texts nor consult dictionaries, one 
who has the skil should do the work and encode the etymological vocalic value/s into 
predefined symbols, affixing them to the markers. Strictly, the search target is therefore 
not the character string of rhyme words like "tale" (the spelling is not worth considera-
21 Curently 94% of the whole text is taged with etymological symbols; the slots left so far (4%) stil remams 
unfiled mostly because of their unknown etymologies 
31 Electronic texts ofBe1es are now acesible onthe Internet site "TEAMS Middle English Texts" (maintained by 
A. Lupack et al.). This information is kindly contributed by one of theanonymous referes : htp:/!128.151.24.128/ 
camelot/teams/bevis.htm (. ./tmsmenu.htm for the menu) 
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tion) but the symbols like "XXGSO:" (shadowed in Figure 2). Colons and semicolons, 
which indicate OE/ON-origined words and ME loans (from Old French, Middle Dutch, 
etc.) respectively, are appended so as to limit the output to a preset range (e.g., only the 
rhymes which contain OE/ON descendants). 
As in Figure 3, following the routines in the first script (BUILD.AWK), GAWK 
extracts records (= stanzas, between which an empty line is inserted) from the corpus 
file under operation, substitutes rhymes + attached symbols (e.g., "taleXXGSO:") for 
group ai-rays (A,B,C, …） field by field ($1-$n), and outputs them with their attributive 
information (line numbers, corpus file name, etc.) array by array into work file/s. 
Reading in the second script (SEARCHTG.AWK) and the work file/s, after accepting 
the user's input of a search string for etymo-vocalic value (e.g., "GLO:"), GAWK col-
lects lines that include relevant rhyme groups and outputs them, with judgements 
whether they are self-rhymes, into a single result file. 
% g-_awk-f _ build.awk 2 srbevis.cps 
BUILDING WORK FILE/S・・ 
SRBEVIS. CPS : 00004 OO_OOOl_A 02 taleXXGSO [01] ni3tingaleXXGSO: [02] 
SRBEVIS. CPS : 00004 00_0003_B 02 singeXXASO: [01] lesingXXASO: [02] 
SRBEVIS. CPS :0000400_0004_C02 rouneXXELO[Ol]HarntouneXXELO: [02] 
SRBEVIS. CPS :0001100_0007_A02 gadreXXDSO[Ol]fadreXXDSO: [02] 
SRBEVIS. CPS :0001800_0013_A02 telleXXCSO[Ol]felleXXCSO: [02] 
SRBEVIS. CPS :0001800_0015_B02 strongXXGSO-FSO: [Ol]longXXGSO-FSO: [02] 
SRBEVIS. CPS :0002500_0019_A02 eldeXXISO=CSO: [Ol]weldeXXISO=CSO: [02] 
SRBEVIS. CPS :0002500_0021_B02 takeXXGS2: [Ol]for-sakeXXGSO: [02] 
% gawk-f searchtg. awk srbevis. md2 
RETRIEVING THE SEARCH RESUL T/S … 
The target string is / GLO: / 
JUDGEMENT FILE : LINE NUMBER STARTPOINT NO. 
SELF-RHYME SRBEVIS.CPS :00130 00_0109_A 02 gothXXGLO: [Ol)worthXXGLO: [02) 
SELF-RHYME SRBEVIS. CPS : O O 14 4 O 0_012 4_C O 2 anonXXGLO: [ 01 J gonXXGLO: [ 0 2 J 
OTHERS-FIRST SRBEVIS.CPS :00172 00 0147 B 02 doXXFLO: [01) soXXGLO: [02) 
TARGET-FIRST SRBEVIS.CPS :00214 00_0184_C 02 borXXGLO: [01) forXXFSO: [02) 
SELF-RHYME SRBEVIS.CPS :00326 00_0280_C 02 gonXXGLO: [01) anonXXGLO: [02) 
Figure 3: Processing the Corpus into Work File/sand Retrieving Specific Rhymes 
The present author took this series of steps to retrieve rhymes from the object 
material of this article: Sir Beues of Hamtoun. After briefly introducing traditional 
comments on the poet's dialect, he shall discuss them with the collected data. 
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3. The Edition and the Traditional Views on the Author's Dialect 
The story Sir Beues of Hamtoun (henceforth Beues) is available in two edited texts 
in Kolbing (1885-94). The date of its translation from Anglo-Norman Boeve de 
Haumtone into the ME original is commonly set between 1250 and 1300 (Weiss 1971: 
71; Dunn 1967: 25). Editing source materials (5 manuscripts and 2 printed texts) 
belonging to the same genealogy, Kolbing assumes two entirely different branches, and 
he therefore works out two editions in parallel in the series of EETS books. Among the 
materials he regards Auchinlek Manuscript as the least corrupt one of al, thinking it 
was copied before 1327 (see his stemma and resolution in xxxviii). Thus, al his com-
ments on the author's dialect (xiii-xxi) are founded on the rhyme data of the very manu-
script. After having juxtaposed tl1e dialectal features in phonology and inflections, the 
editor concludes his efforts of localisation: "I think Sir Beues must have been com-
posed on the borders of the western and the eastern parts of South England, perhaps in 
the neighbourhood of Southampton". This very judgement has formed the traditional 
view as to its dialect,reflected in manuals of English literature (Dunn 1967: 25). 
However, while the present author was encoding the text into an electronic corpus, 
he found in its rhymes some quite important characteristics pointing to completely dif-
ferent localities, characteristics many of which are neglected or, at best, not seriously 
mentioned in the edition. The number of such instances is fairly large, and ample inves-
tigation with the same text is required to make the matters clear. In the following sec-
tion, the dialectal features observed in the collected rhymes are described, especially of 
non-South-Western dialects. 
4. Results and Discussion 
The results of the rhyme investigation are classified in the undermentioned subsec-
tions, and accordingly we discuss non-South-Western dialectal features, to which the 
editor seems to pay litle attention in his notes. 
4.1 OE a> ME /a(!)/ 
Beues shows two Northern features in its rhymes, one of which appears at 11.781-2: 
'Aris!'queth Beues,'corsede gast, 
And ? 3em me bataile wel in hast!' 
(< OE gist) 
(< OF hast) 
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['Arise!'said Beues,'cursed GHOST,/ and give me a battle well in HASTE!'] 
Figure 4: Nothem English Area 
This rhyme indicates the phonologi-
cal form of /ga: st/ in ME. The dialectal 
area where the shift OE a > ME /:, :/ (> 
RP /aび/)did not occur corresponds to the 
north of the Humber, where stem vowels 
like /jc:/ appeai・s in Modern English 
dialects (Jordan 1974: §44; Wright J 905: 
§121). The text contams three more 
rhymes of the kind: 11.3819-20 prawe: y-
slawe (< OE prawan THROW : OE 
slぽgenSLAIN); 11.4049-50 wat : stat (< 
OE wat KNOW : OF stat STATE); 
11.4443-4 prawe: is/awe(< OE prag TIME: OE sf四genSLAIN). Actually, this feature 
alone does not make a decisive mark of Northern ME, as some scholars note these 
instances as concessions to rhyme (Zettl 1935: cxix, for the West Midland dialect; 
Geist 1948: 176, for the early London dialect). Sir Ferumbras, quite probably a South-
Western material, also seems to show this type of rhyme (Ikegami 1997: 17). However, 
this feature makes much more sense when it is mentioned with the one in the next sub-
section. 
4.2 Open Syllable Lengthening of High Vowels (especially OE u > ME /o: /) 
Another Northern or North Midland feature therein is open syllable lengthening of 
high vowels, a typical example of which is the following (11.779-80): 
The bor hadde slawe in the wode, 
leten here flesch & dronke her blode. 
(< OE wudu) 
(< OE blod) 
[The boar had slain in the WOOD,/ eaten their flesh and drunk their BLOOD.] 
Other rhyme examples of this high vowel OSL are: 11.3381-2 Rome: icome (< OE 
Rom ROME: OE cumen COME [pp.]); 11.3411-2 come: benome (< OE cumen COME 
[pp.] : OE benomon TOOK [pt.pl.]); 11.1293-4 ride : wede (OE riden RIDDEN : OE 
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w函/weedCLOTHES). This phenomenon is known to be strictly of Northern origin, and 
spread around North Midlands only after circus 1350 (Jordan 1974: § §26,36,38). 
Pearl, whose dialect is judged as that of West Midlands, also contains this sort of 
rhyme, about which Sisam (1921: 227) argues in his editorial note: "Such rimes occur 
occasionally in Northern texts of the fourteen century -never in the South". Chaucer 
and Gower, who composed poems in the late 14th century, indeed never made such a 
concession, as far as the Canterbury Tales and Corifessio Amantis are accessed.4) The 
situations of the above two etymological vowels (OE a & u) are summarised in Table 
1. 
Table 1: OE iand u in ME -Numeric Data related to Dialectal Features 
RHYME TYPE 
Beues CT CA COMMENT 
(11.4,620) (11.17,410) (11.33,444) ON DIALECT 
OEa&OEa 158 481 942 (self-rhymes) 
OE i& OE a/OF o 27 66 179 Southern 
OEa&OEo 57 48 108 Southern 
OE a & ME /a(:)/ 5 1 
゜
Northern 




Although the rhymes that indicate these dialectal influences are relatively few, 
they are particularly striking, since these results are far from probable, for the speech 
community of the linguistic features is about 170 miles away from Southampton. The 
distance should be enormous particularly when travelling and migration were stil 
accompanied with much danger and inconvenience. 
4.3 OE ce (and ea by Fracture)> ME /e/ 
As the normal development of OE屈ea,it is safely assumed that it stepped into 
the phoneme /a/ in ME, or /a: I afterwards by various lengthening. Thus, as to the 
4l The rhymes in the two works byChaucer and Gower may require some explanation. The only one ocurence of
OE/ON aid rhyming at ME /a(:)/ apears in CT at I 4087-8 (Reve'.I・Tale), where two clerks are found speaking in 
Northern dialect 
By Goddes herte, he sal nat scape us bathe! 
Whyne had thow pit the capul in the lathe? 
(< OE ba /Ja) 
(<ON hlaoa) 
[Definitely he shal not escape from us BOTH!/ Why hadn't you put the horse in the BARN?] As to rhyme exam-
pies of words containing OE i and OE e, there are two (once for each): CA Bk.7 1.957-8 weke : eke(< OE ,vicu 
WEEK: OEe西底ALSO);CT VII l.857-8 /ere: clere (< OE lira FLESH [in Bosworth & Toler (1898); OE (ira 
in the Oxford English Dicrionary] : OF c/er CLEAR). For the taged electronic corpora of CA and CT, se Endo 
(I 99: 15-6) 
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words that did not undergo lengthening, the present-day dialects almost always have /a/ 
(Northern or Midland) or /ぉ/(Southern, where palatalisation took place in eai・ly 
Modern English) as in APPLE (< OE a:ppel, Orton et al. 1978: Ph.I). Those OE 
phonemes underwent further palatalisation into /e/ in some vernaculars, notably in 
West Midlands (for "Second Fronting") and Kent (Hogg 1992: 138-9; Jordan 1974: § 
§32,58), where this special pronunciation remained until the late Modern English 
period (Wright 1905: §23). 
Rhymes in Beues show the latter type 
as well as the former. Since the instances 
showing the former type are inconclusive 
self-rhymes (e.g., gate : jJerate (< OE 
geat/ga:t GATE : OE飼 rateTHEREIN)), 
the present paper takes up only the later, 
namely words having OEぼlearhyming 
with those having OE e/eo or OE e/eo (> 
ME /e/ by shortening). The shift is vividly 
illustrated by the following couplet (11.49-
50): 
Figure 5: OEぼlea>ME /e/ 
So longe thai 3ede to gedres te bedde, (< OE bedd) 
A knaue child be-twene hem thai hedde, (< OE h吋'don)
[So long they went together to BED,/ A male child between them they HAD,] 
There are 22 more examples of this type, which are juxtaposed below:5> 
11.893-4 hedde : wedde (< OE h吋'deHAD : OE wedd PLEDGE) 
11.1055-6 3elde: helde (< OE gieldan/geldan YIELD: OE healdan HOLD [vb.]) 
11.1081-2 mete: per ate(< OE mete MEAT: OE徊 rateTHEREIN) 
1. 1185-6 panne : henne (< OE加nneTHEN : OE heonan HENCE) 
11.1359-60 Jete: mete(< OE geat/gぼtGATE : OE mete MEAT) 
51 If the stem vowel of set (preterite singular) shows an acquired grade from OEふ(<WGmc五） of Class V 
preterite plural, the expected ME rhyming sound would be /e :/ rather than the short /e/. The reader who takes this 
opinion should discount the asterisked examples of the list. 
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* 11.1537-8 set :Jet(< OE sぼtSAT: OEfet FEET) 
11.1615-6 fest : toberst (< OEがst6) : OE tobcerst BURST[pt.sg.]) 
1. 1857-8 gete : mete (< OE geat/ g四 GATE: OE mete MEAT) 
11.2187-8 Arondel: schel (< OF arondel SWALLOW: OE sceal SHALL) 
11.2207-8 schel: wel (< OE sceal SHALL[pres.sg.]: OE well WELL[adv.]) 
11.2409-10 hoolde: quelde (< OE healdan HOLD[vb.]: OE cwelde KILLED) 
11.2525-6 meru3: dweru3 (< OE mearu MARROW: OE dweorh DWARF) 
11.2987-8 wedde: hadde (< OE weddian WED: OE I欧 fdonHAD) 
11.3015-6 self: helf(< OE seolfSELF: OE healfHALF) 
* 11.3083-4 set: gret (< OE scet SAT: OE gretan GREET) 
11.3109-10 hauunsel: schel (<OE handselen GIFT : OE sceal SHALL) 
11.3189-90 hedde : bedde (< OE h吋'donHAD : OE bedd BED) 
11.3839-40 schel: we!(< OE sceal SHALL: OE well WELL[adv.]) 
11.3841-2 bed: hed (< OE bedd BED: OE h吋'deHAD) 
11.4131-2 helue: selue (< OE healfHALF: OE seolfSELF) 
11.4369-70 scheld: belde (<OE scield/sceld SHIELD : OE beald BOLD) 
11.4617-18 Arondel: schel (< OF arondel SWALLOW: OE sceal SHALL) 
15 
Whether these rhymes verify the feature of West Midlands or of Kent, 
Southampton is not very near to these areas, and what Kolbing asserts in his editorial 
notes is rather doubtful on this point, too. 
4.4 OEy,y >ME/el, /e: / 
This phonological shift is exemplified in the following rhyme (11.2073-4): 
And he askede hem in that stede, 
What hi ale thar dede. 
(< OE stede) 
(< OEdydon) 
[And he asked them in that STEAD,/ What they al there DID.] 
This type of ME reflex is usually confined to the Eastern regions centred around 
Suffork, Essex, and Kent (Ek 1975: 123; Samuels 1972: 122-4). Since Essex and Kent 
6l Here OE _ycomes out as ME /e: I or /el; otherwise, it cannot rhyme with a word having OE a,/ea. This Eastern 
feature is much explicated in Subsection 4.4. 
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Figure 6: OE y/y > ME /e/,/e:/ 
were the doors to the Continent and there-
fore socially influential (the Capital 
London also forms part of the dialectal 
ten-itory), this sort of pronunciation seems 
to have been accepted more widely than 
the area of its actual speech community 
(Figure 6). Provided that such phonologi-
cal variants would be a useful device for 
poets to compose rhymes (Jordan 1974: § 
40), the area of its acceptance may well 
be extended further north and west. Other 
examples are listed up in the following7l: 
11.351,4 stede: dede (< OE stede STEAD: OE dyde DID) 
11.685-6 bren : sen (< ON bゆnEYE-BROWS : OE seon SEE) 
11.1407-8 scheue: heue (< OE sceofan THRUST: OE hyfHIVE) 
ll.1615-6fest: toberst (< OEがstFIST : OE tobrぼstBURST[pt.sg.]) 
11.1807-8 stede: dede (< OE stede STEAD: OE dyde DID) 
ll.1871-2fest: prest (< OEがstFIST : OE preost PRIEST) 
11.2631-2 stede: dede (< OE stede STEAD: OE dyde DID) 
11.2667-8 stede : pride (< OE steda STEED : OE pがde!p,ytePRIDE) 
11.3213-4 dede : stede (OE dyde DID : OE stede STEAD) 
11.4165-6 ibrent: dent(< ON brenna BURN: OE dynt DINT) 
11.4383-4 dent: pauiment (< OE dynt DINT: OF pavement PAVEMENT) 
11.4505-6 veraiment: dent(< OF veraiement TRULY: OE dynt DINT) 
11.4515-6 pauiment: dent(< OF pavement PAVEMENT: OE dynt DINT) 
Some of these lexical items that indicate the shift OE y/y > ME /e(:)/ also appear 
in rhymes with OE i words, as in 11.1753-4 dintes : flintes (< OE dynt DINT : OE flint 
71 Other than these, there are instances of terne (< OE tyrnan TURN) rhyming with 3erne (< OE geome EAGER-
LY), deme (< OE dierne/deme SECRET), and so on. They are ignored in this paper because of its seemingly unsta-
ble vocalic value before the Coda Ir/ (Dobson 1968: § §75,213; suggestions are contributed also by Professor Masa 
T. Ikegami in personal communication). 
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FLINT). On the other hand, as Kolbing (1885-94: xxi) himself admits, there occurs no 
firm trace of OE y > ME /y/, which is a specific marker of the South-Western and West 
Midland dialects. Since the /ii-forms seem to outnumber the /el-forms, the poet's or tar-
get listeners'dialect cannot be of the central area of the shift. And at the same time, the 
Southampton dialect is also unlikely to be the author's native tongue, because in addi-
tion to the lack of ME /y(:)/ evidence, it is too far west from the /e(:)/-district to show 
as many instances as these. Incidentally, the /ii-forms, which can be understood as orig-
inally of East Midlands, are usually too broadly distributed throughout ME to be a key 
to any particular regional dialect. So, the feature taken up here seems to point to some-
where from Middlesex to Lincolnshire. 
4.5 OE wg (?> late WS di) > ME /e: / 
This type of shift is reflected in such a rhyme (ll.1619-20): 
'3if tow most haue help,'a sede, (< OE sぽgde)
'Ich come to pe wijJ a gode spede!'(< OE sp祠
['If you must have help,'he SAID,'I shall come to you at ful SPEED!'] 
As Jordan (1974: § §93,191) states, words containing OE四gbefore voiced front 
obstruents represented by d, p, l, n, etc., like ma:gden MAIDEN and snぼilSNAIL, 
underwent effacement of palatalised g and successive compensatory lengthening into ce 
already in late West Saxon OE. This resultant long vowel in fact appears in the corre-
sponding South-Western ME region/s. Typical examples are easily collected in the ME 
poem South English Ministry and Passion written in the late 13th century (Pickering 
1984: 46-50), where almost al instances of OE -化gd-> late OE -必d-,excepting a few 
self-rhymes, prove le: I as in 11.677-8 seyde : dede (< OE s四gdSAID[pp.] : OE dead 
DEAD). In other locations this OE phoneme group remained separate after the vocali-
sation of the secon~element /j/ into /i/ to form a diphthong /ai/, which eventually 
became the major variant in ME In verse materials written by Chaucer and Gower this 
diphthongal type alone appears, as in Confessio Amantis 1.1117-8 seiden : ]Heiden (< 
OEsぼgdonSAID[pt.] : OF preier PRAYED). 
Unlike the court poets'works, Bei1es exhibits the former dialectal reflex much 
more frequently. What it differs from Ministry and Passion is that we can observe the 
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consequent vocalic slots not only as /c: / but also /e: /. Prins (1959: 420-1) comments 
this kind of rhyme somehow as an incorrect one. Yet, such instances are indeed noticed 
in Beues, as in the list below (asterisks are prefixed to the occurrences that attest OE 
ぼg> ME /e: / like the sample couplet above; al the others point to long vowels regard-
less of the vocalic quality):8l 
11.397-8 sede: rede (< OE sぽgdeSAID[pt.] : OE r西dan!redanADVISE) 
11.433-4 rede : sede (< OE r必dan/redanREDE[vb.] : OE sぽgdeSAID[pt.]) 
11.448-9 grede : sede (<OE gr西danCRY : OE scegde SAID[pt.]) 
11.1145-6 dede : misede (< OE d巫d/dedDEED : OE -s四gdSAID[pp.]) 
11.1169-70 wede: sede (< OE weed/wed CLOTHES: OE scegde SAID[pt.]) 
* 11.1193-4 misede: mede (< OE -s四gdSAID[pp.] : OE med MEED) 
11.1493-4 lede: sede (< OE I西danLEAD[vb.]: OE s四gdeSAID[pt.]) 
11.1627-8 ded: ised (< OE dead DEAD: OE sぽgdSAID[pp.]) 
* 11.1937-8 stede: sede (< OE steda STEED: OE sぽgdeSAID[pt.]) 
11.1949-50 mede: sede (< OE m品d!medMEADOW : OE sぼgdeSAID[pt.]) 
* 11.2025-6 stede : leide (< OE steda STEED : OE l四gdeLAID[pt.]) 
11.2151-2 grede: sede (< OE gr品danCRY : OE scegde SAID[pt.]) 
11.2171-2 sede: lede (< OE scegde SAID[pt.]: OE l西danLEAD[vb.]) 
11.2209-10 sede : rede (< OE sぼgdeSAID[pt.] : OE r西dan/redanADVISE) 
11.2339-40 saide: reed(< OE scegde SAID[pt.]: OE r戊dlredADVICE) 
11.2911-2 sede: rede (< OE sぽgdeSAID[pt.] : OE r必dan/redanADVISE) 
11.2941-2 sede: rede (< OE s匹gdeSAID[pt.] : OE r必dan/redanADVISE) 
11.2947-8 sede: drede (< OE sぽgdeSAID[pt.] : OE dr巫dan!dredanDREAD[vb.]) 
11.2957-8 sede: rede (< OE scegde SAID[pt.]: OE r巫dan!redanADVISE) 
11.3039-40 sede: drede (< OE scegde SAID[pt.]: OE dr必dan/dredanDREAD[vb.]) 
11.3201-2 dede: sede (< OE died!ded DEED: OE scegde SAID[pt.]) 
11.3369-70 lede : sede (< OE l巫fanLEAD[vb.]: OE sぽgdeSAID[pt.]) 
* 11.3643-4 seth : teth (< OE sぽgpSAYS : OE t砂TEETH)
81 In Beues some words appear which prove to have both diphthongal (/ail) and lengthened (le:/ or /e: /) stems, the 
former of which is proved by their rhyming with such ME Joans as apaide (< OF apayer SATISFY). The diphthon-
gal forms are considered to have been used much more broadly (Hogg 1992: 290-1), and are not very useful for 
dialect localisation. This article concentrates on the lengthened forms for this reason. 






11.3727-8 sede: lede (< OE sぼgdeSAID[pt.] : OE l西danLEAD[vb.]) 
11.3737-8 sede: mede (< OE scegde SAID[pt.]: OE med MEED[sb.]) 
11.4125-6 sede :ferede (< OE sぽgdeSAID[pt.] : OE geferr必danFELLOWSHIP) 
11.4485-6 teth : seth (< OE t砂 TEETH:OE scegp SAYS) 
Old English : J.i~.·-; 
I I I :::: /e:1 l 
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Figure 7: OE ceg(? > West Saxon ii)> ME /e: /-A Schematic View 
The two flows of shift happening to OE四g+ a dental/alveolar obstruent are sum-
marised in Figure 7. In order to find out where this pronunciation was heard, one could 
investigate the regional dialect/s in which words like SAID are today pronounced with 
/i: / (< ME /e: / through the Great Vowel Shift). According to Wright (1905: §48), 
South Cheshire and its surrounding areas are the most likely, where MAID (< OE 
mぼgden)is pronounced as /mi: d/ at the beginning of the 20th century).9) 
Figure 8 presents a rough sketch of the speech area in late Modern English. The 
reader may wonder why the remains of the OE lengthened stem ai・e restricted to such a 
place as is far-off from the original West Saxon teritory. Yet, thinking that ME /e :/ 
underwent the Great Vowel Shift in whole England virtually without exception, the ME 
variant reflected in Beues should appear in present-day dialect/s as /i:/, and the possi-
ble place for the experience in question seems to be fairly limited. 
Again, the place is rather too far from Southampton, and evidently Kolbing did not 
pay much respect to this type of rhyme in his localisation, possibly because he was not 
aware of the speciality of the shift OEぽg> ME /e:/. It is highly probable that he dis-
counted this type of rhymes in his localisation of the author's language. Even the 
91 Words containing /i: / for OE 1Eg before I, like TAIL and NAIL (< OE t1Egl, 11Egl) show a wider range of area in 
their occurrence (South-East Yorkshire and Norfolk as well as Central Midlands) according to Wright (1905: §48). 
This article excludes these data, for rhymes in Beues do not exhibit /e: / or fr:/ for OE 1Eg before I. 
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research literature published in the 20th 
century, including Wright and Wright 
(1928: §106) and Jordan (1974:§191), 
does not contain meaningful information 
and/or explanation about this somehow 
peculiar evolution. Ikegami (1997: 17 
n.15) refers to a similar rhyme sede : 
spede (< OE sぼgde: OE sped) in Sir 
Ferumbras, but without justifying com-
ments on the special raising either. 
5. Overall Evaluation and Conclusion 
This paper has examined five phono-
Figure 8: OE四g> Mod. E./i : / 
logical features observable in rhymes of Beues. In his investigation of rhymes, Kolbing 
(1885-94: xiii-xxi) examines inflection as well as phonology, and sometimes succeeds 
in pinpointing the dialect to a significant degree. For instance, he takes up the rhyme 
11.849-50 sles: pes (< OE sleajJ [pr.pl.] SLAY: OF pes PEACE). This -s inflection for 
present plural is confined to texts produced in West Midland ME. 
Comments are given hereunder to those phonological features which the editor 
thinks to be distinctive of South-Western dialects: (1) rhymes like 11.757-8 honti: ronsi 
(< OE huntian HUNT : OF ronci<roncin HORSE) in Beues prove the ME infinitive 
ending -i of those which belong to OE Class 2 weak verbs, a characteristic which has 
traditionally been observed as typical to South-Western ME; on the other hand, using 
local documents in the 13th century as her materials, Serjeantson (1927: 197-8) finds 
this suffix also in Central West Midlands (Hereford and Worcester), implying that it 
was not unnatural to hear it those days in West Midland counties including Cheshire 
(further north) and therefore that it is not a decisive feature pointing to South-Western 
ME. (2) Beues contains 10 instances offale (< OEfeala MANY) rhyming with tale(< 
OE talu TALE), sale (< ON sala SALE), etc. This form has traditionally been taken to 
be distinctive of the South-Western dialect, while fele (< OE fela MANY) is widely 
distributed around Midlands. The form fale is indeed characteristic of South-Western, 
especially紅 oundGloucester (McIntosh et al. 1986: 524 [No.984]). But whether this 
alone can strongly support the editor's hypothesis seems stil open to suspicion, not to 
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mention that Gloucester and Southampton are hardly close to each other. 
All other points of his description are, 
strictly speaking, not quite helpful in speci-
fying the author's dialect. The features pro-
posed or emphasised in the previous section 
contribute geographically specific informa-
tion about the composer, with which we 
would be able to localise the author's dialect 
roughly to Derbyshire. When the editor was 
working out the compilation of this text, aca-
demic resources on (Middle) English dialec-
tology were stil quite limited in comparison 
with those available today. Hopefully, his 
Figure 9: Relocalisation Result 
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comments produced in the 19th century will be further reconsidered from now on and 
the fruit of present-day accomplishments in dialectology be precisely reflected in man-
uals of the English language and literature. 
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